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Your ref. Our ref. KD 80019 Rotterdam, 25th April, 1980.

-

Your Repo_rt Decket No. 99900039/79-g,
,

Gentlemen,
,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated March 24th,- 1980.
We would like to answer your letter as follows:

As regards item B we can give you the following additional information:
RSV-A will modify its Quality Assurance Manual by adding to its chapter 4,
par. 7:

" In case the Design Report or L3ad Capacity Data Sheet is made and |

" verified by another N-Certificate Holder in compliance with its
" QA System, RSV-A may limit its review to the following:
" - checking the qualification of the N-Certificate Holder, )
" - checking that the proper Owners Certified Design Specifications, ,

Design Drawings and Code reqcirments are referenced. j"

*

This addition to our QA Manual to our opinion regulates satisfactorily
the use of Design Reports made by others and therefore will prevent

|recurrence of deviations from Code requirements.

Relative to item C:
The error in sketch requirement proved to be the result of a human error.
As the QA engineer who checked the subject BGH-Document left RSV-A, cor-
rective actions are not possible.
To be sure that this error was not a systematic misinterpretation by the
subcontractor Boschgotthardshdtte O. Breyer GmbH (BGE) of the applicable
Code requirement, extensive checking of their documencs has been done in
respect to the position of t.est specimens.
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No deviations were founds therefore RSV-A stated that the deviation
does not seem to originate from any systematic deficiency, and cor-
rective measures are not necessary. The current QA engineer who has
the duty to check documents of sub-contractors did the checking men-
tiened earlier, so he is well infor:ned about this subject.

We hope that our response will be satisfactory, but when you need
any additional information, please contact us.

Yours faithfully,

RSV Zware Apparatenbouw b.v._ _ ,
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B.J.A. Sluis W.N. van de Poll
/T

Managing Director Executive Secretary
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Prepared by: -

Ay.

N. todder

Manager QA
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